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TEAMCAL AI was built from the ground up with a focus on simplicity
and ease of use for everyone involved.

Introduction
TEAMCAL AI distinguishes itself from other scheduling software in
several fundamental ways. TEAMCAL AI was specifically designed
to address the challenges associated with scheduling meetings
involving teams and external participants.

Teamcal Ai is designed to facilitate team collaboration

made
for team

easy to use



TEAMCAL AI Inspiration
The Idea of TEAMCAL AI came from the difficulties faced while
scheduling meetings involving cross-functional teams and
customers.

No more sending blocks of time to schedule meetings



Lengthy turn-around
time for 3rd party

Scheduling

Scheduling across
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Challenges with 

remote team



7 
Unique  
Advantages
Discover how TEAMCAL AI distinguishes itself
from other appointment booking softwares



1. M x N x O (Companies, Team, Meetings)

Share with third party to schedule meetings seamlessly 

TEAMCAL AI enables a private meeting page where groups of
individuals from different companies can easily view everyone's
free time for a meeting and schedule it with a single click. 



Before: TEAMCAL AI



After: TEAMCAL AI



2. Availability Transparency
TEAMCAL AI ensures that all parties involved are available. Unlike
others, where one party shares their availability and expects others
to check their calendars.



Before: TEAMCAL AI
Hosted by one party, the other party still have to struggle with the
Calendar, the old way of doing things. 



After: TEAMCAL AI



3. Meant for Multiple Meetings
While meeting link sharing is typically intended for one-time
meetings, TEAMCAL AI caters to individuals and teams who
frequently meet for ongoing projects. 



Before: TEAMCAL AI
Search for a Meeting in the Calendar



After: TEAMCAL AI
View all your client meetings in one place



4. Optimized for Performance
TEAMCAL AI is specifically designed to facilitate fast team
collaboration.

 Imagine Scheduling meetings in 5 different timezones with 14
people, each having multiple calendars. 

In few minutes 



Before TEAMCAL AI
No more delays and “Send me your days and times”

Mon

Tue

Wed



After TEAMCAL AI

Schedule Follow-ups Meetings
while on a Zoom call

Keep everyone on the same page in real time. Know free time
for everyone in one click and Schedule meeting in seconds.

Lightning-fast
Meeting Scheduling



5. Solving the TimeZone Problem
TEAMCAL AI ensures meetings at 

convenient time across timezones. 



Before: TEAMCAL AI
Solve the Timezone Rubik’s Cube to find the time for everyone

Brooklyn
Frankfurt

San Francisco



After: TEAMCAL AI
Teamcal Ai consider 3 layers of time data for each user before
suggesting the time to meet.

Meeting Time

TimeZone

Convenient Time



After: TEAMCAL AI



6. Meeting Dashboard and Insights
TEAMCAL AI offers a dedicated Meeting Dashboard that consolidates
all your meetings from multiple calendars into one centralized location. 

Meeting insights can show where 
you are spending time



Before TEAMCAL AI

Switching between calendars

Lost insight on meeting times

85% of Managers struggle with multiple calendars



After TEAMCAL AI
Meeting Dashboard shows you all upcoming meetings for all your
calendars.



After TEAMCAL AI
Know how you and your team are spending time



7. Built In Timeblocking
Our Timeboxing tool aligns your goals with your weekly
schedule, allowing you to block your calendar for specific
tasks and track them in real-time using the productivity ring.



Before TEAMCAL AI
Juggling Goals, Calendar and Meetings



After TEAMCAL AI
Timebox your goals directly in your Calendar



Imagine a Stress-free day at work
THANK YOU

raj@teamcalendar.ai
Questions:

TEAMCAL AI


